
 
Workshop info 

We will offer a variety of workshops during the Nordic Scout Conference. When you 

registered we asked you to sign up according to your field of interest. This how ever does 

not mean that you cannot join the sessions from the other fields/lines. All workshops will be 

in English but we are sure you find someone to assist you with translation if needed.  

Program line 

The program line is designed for the people working in the field of youth program.  We have 

five sessions and one is jointly with the training line.  

Inclusion and Diversity (room: Rýma A) 

Part of the WOSM Triennial Plan. Interesting to hear how it goes in the other countries. 

Kasper is the chairman of Core Group Europe for Diversity and inclusion. The status update. 

Talk about how you can implement this in different countries. Concrete solutions that can be 

taken home and implemented. 

NOPOLK (room: Kaldalon) 

We will have a look back into the history and development of NOPOLK as a meeting for 

people working in the field of program and training. How can the event develop to make it 

more relevant and interesting to the future.  

Best practice from Faroe Islands (room: Rýma A) 

Scouts in the Faroe Islands was the challenge that had grown to a point where there was 

need to strengthen and organization of operations and development, to create further 

growth. We needed to create a solid and reliable picture of the country work, all of our 

members can lean on. As well as gathering their forces and strengthen the community in the 

organization. Only by achieving this, we drive all the same way, on the road to better times. 

We will in this workshop, to share our experience with what has happened and what we 

have got out of it. Also, we will mention the biggest challenges we faced. 

Free being me (room: Rýma A) 

In 2012 WAGGGS introduced a new program to increase confidence and believe in oneself. 

Safe from Harm (room: Rýma A) 

In 2012, WOSM launched a new program to keep scout secure in scouting. Iceland has made 

concrete efforts on this and will share their experiences. 

 

  



 

Training line 

The training line is designed for the people working in the field of training and adult 

resources. We have five sessions and one is jointly with the program line.  

Global Support and Global Support Assessment Tool (room: Rýma B) 

The workshop illustrate the WOSM Global Support Assessment Tool (GSAT). GSAT assesses 

the compliance of a NSO at national level with best practices in good governance and 

Scouting. It provides a common cross-regional assessment, measures capacity and progress 

in NSO to NGO's best practices, supports the NSO to address their acpacity issues and 

priorities, promotes synergies between NSO's and provides input for further support of 

strategies of WOSM.  

Nopolk 2.0 (room: Kaldalón) 

We will have a look back into the history and development of NOPOLK as a meeting for 

people working in the field of program and training. How can the event develop to make it 

more relevant and interesting to the future. 

Wood badge (room: Rýma B) 

Presentation of the experiences from the Nordic 4 beads wood badge course. 

Gender leadership (room: Rýma B) 

The workshop will give opportunity to discuss a concrete proposal regarding a joint Nordic 

collaboration on gender, together with WAGGGS Europe, including the Nordbuk funding 

secured for this purpose. We will also use time for discussing how we are implementing the 

triennial strategy on Gendered Leadership in our countries, share our experience and ideas 

and WAGGGS Europe will present the current work on gender. 

Flexible leader training for adults in scouting (room: Rýma B) 

More flexible, modular- and competency-based Leader 

Training for Adults could be an important tool to strengthen the quality of scouting for 

young people and increase the number of practicing scouts in our countries. 

  



 
 

Organizational development line 

The Organizational development line is designed for the people who are member of board, 

staff members of the association or working in strategy development.  

Strategy from paper to action (room: Vísa) 

An introduction is given to the various countries' strategy process and implementation in 

practice. How do you ensure that the strategy is relevant to young scouts nationally but also 

linked to the international strategies of WOSM / WAGGGS 

Quality Assurance of local level (room: Vísa) 

We can make the most amazing scouting but how we ensure it is used with the scouts in the 

groups. 

Promise and Law, Duty-to-God review (room: Vísa) 

Iceland gives an overview of the process of changing the scout promise. 

Membership Growth (room: Vísa) 

When are you scout enough to count as a member of a corps / a world organization? The 

workshop will share current practice and ideas at the Nordic level, which can contribute to 

the work of membership in WAGGGS / WOSM - including how world organizations can 

support the Nordic region in membership issues. 

  



 

International Relations line 

The international relation line is designed for people working on international committee 

and international secretariats. As well as those who are member of different groups within 

WOSM and WAGGGS. One session is jointly with Events and Youth lines 

SAGNO & Joint work (room: Stemma) 

Status of Young in the Nordic region and cooperation. How can the Young Nordic interesting 

and relevant in 2015+. Speider möter Scout 

WOSM triannual plan update regional and global level (room: Stemma) 

Our representatives Hulda from European Scout committee and Karin from the World Scout 

Committee will present the work done on the triannual plan and what’s coming up in 

WOSM.  

WAGGGS triannual plan update regional and global level (room: Stemma) 

Our representatives Nina from European committee WAGGGS present the work done on the 

triannual plan and what’s coming up in WOSM.  

Large Events like Nordic Jamboree Together we grow (room: Kaldalon) 

Are the Nordic scouts ready? Do we dare? What is holding us back? Can we? The world 

wildest scout camp! 

Erasmus+ & other funding (room: Stemma) 

How can we ensure better quality events with better funding? We will discuss the Erasmus+ 

and what other funding possibilities there are available.  

 

  



 

Events 

The Events line is designed for people working with large scale events. Two sessions will run 

jointly with Youth line and one with both Youth and International Relations lines.  

Ung I Norden 2.0 (room: Kaldalon) 

Status of Young in the Nordic region and cooperation. How can the Young Nordic interesting 

and relevant in 2015+.  

Adventure Scouting (room: Rýma A) 

How do we organize something wild and amazing for young people, they would like to share 

with the rest of the world. 

World Scout Moot (room: Kaldalon) 

How do we get 5000 scouts to attend WSM 2017? The moot organizing team will share 

insight information about the event and open a discussion on how we can make the moot a 

showcase event for the world.  

Large Events like Nordic Jamboree Together we grow (room: Kaldalon) 

Are the Nordic scouts ready? Do we dare? What is holding us back? Can we? The world 

wildest scout camp! 

External Partnership (room: Flói) 

KFUM Scouts in Denmark share ideas and practical examples of how to create partnerships 

that reach out to the society we live in. Scout meetings community is part of the NSK vision. 

How do we do this? 

  



 

Youth line 

The youth line is designed for people working in the field of youth empowerment. Two 

sessions will run jointly with Event line and one with both Event and International Relations 

lines.  

Ung I Norden 2.0 (room: Kaldalon) 

Status of Young in the Nordic region and cooperation. How can the Young Nordic interesting 

and relevant in 2015+.  

Young spokesperson (room: Rýma B) 

What does it mean to have a Young Spokesperson? Are we using the program to the fullest.  

Youth Empowerment (room: Flói) 

Status on the work on Youth empowerment. Video: Why Youth empowerment? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzonRQfZ9vI 

Large Events like Nordic Jamboree Together we grow (room: Kaldalon) 

Are the Nordic scouts ready? Do we dare? What is holding us back? Can we? The world 

wildest scout camp! 

WSYF – future (room: Kaldalon) 

Overview and experiences of World Scout Youth Forum. How do we ensure the future of 

WSYF? 

 


